Arm-locking is a technique for stabilizing the frequency of a laser in an inter-spacecraft interferometer by using the spacecraft separation as the frequency reference. A candidate technique for future space-based gravitational wave detectors such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), arm-locking has been extensive studied in this context through analytic models, time-domain simulations, and hardware-in-the-loop laboratory demonstrations. In this paper we show the Laser Ranging Interferometer instrument flying aboard the upcoming Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO) mission provides an appropriate platform for an on-orbit demonstration of the arm-locking technique. We describe an arm-locking controller design for the GRACE-FO system and a series of time-domain simulations that demonstrate its feasibility. We conclude that it is possible to achieve laser frequency noise suppression of roughly two orders of magnitude around a Fourier frequency of 1Hz with conservative margins on the system's stability. We further demonstrate that 'pulling' of the master laser frequency due to fluctuating Doppler shifts and lock acquisition transients is less than 100 MHz over several GRACE-FO orbits. These findings motivate further study of the implementation of such a demonstration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Space-based interferometric gravitational wave instruments such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [1, 2] sense fluctuations in spacetime curvature by measuring the distance between freely-falling test masses over large baselines using heterodyne interferometry. The three LISA spacecraft are placed in independent orbits that produce a triangular constellation that is approximately equilateral but experiences distortions at the ∼ 1% level over the lifetime of the mission [3] . The resulting unequal baselines provide a pathway for laser frequency noise to couple into the displacement measurement. To compensate for this, LISA employs Time Delay Interferometry (TDI) [4] , a technique which takes advantage of the fact that the accumulated phase in each baseline is independently measured and allows the synthesis of an effective equal-arm interferometer in ground-based post-processing [5] . * james.i.thorpe@nasa.gov TDI's ability to suppress laser frequency noise is limited by knowledge of the constellation baselines, resulting in a requirement on the residual laser frequency noise in the primary LISA laser of ∼ 300 Hz/ √ Hz in the LISA measurement band, 0.1 mHz ≤ f ≤ 100 Hz [6] . This is some four orders of magnitude lower than the 'free-running' noise performance of candidate laser systems, which have a residual noise level of roughly 30 kHz/ √ Hz · (1 Hz/f ). As a result, LISA-like missions require some form of active frequency stabilization of their primary light sources.
Arm-locking [7, 8] is a technique developed for LISA that utilizes one or more of the constellation baselines as a frequency reference. Armlocking exploits the mismatch of the constellation arms (or the mismatch between one constellation arm and a short path on an optical bench in the case of 'single-arm' arm-locking) to measure and subsequently suppress phase noise. Arm-locking in the LISA context has been thoroughly studied using both analytic [9] and numeric [10] techniques, with particular emphasis placed on implementation details such as lock acquisition and 'frequency pulling' of the armlocked laser.
The Gravity Recovery And Climate Explorer Follow-On (GRACE-FO) mission is a collaboration between NASA and the German Geosciences Research Center to measure timevariations in the geoid, Earth's gravitational field. GRACE-FO is a successor to the GRACE mission [11] , which has been performing geodetic measurements since 2002. GRACE and GRACE-FO employ the same basic measurement scheme: two spacecraft flying in a common low-Earth orbit with one following 170 km to 270 km behind the other. Variations in the underlying geoid modulate this range, which is measured using a microwave ranging system [12] and corrected for atmospheric drag and other effects using data from on-board accelerometers and GPS [13] . GRACE-FO, which is expected to launch in 2017, will include a parallel optical ranging system known as the Laser Ranging Interferometer (LRI) [14] , which shares much of its system design with the interferometric measurement system developed for the LISA mission.
In this paper we describe how the LRI on GRACE-FO could be used to perform an onorbit demonstration of arm-locking, further increasing technical readiness and reducing risk for employing this technology in LISA. A similar demonstration of the TDI technique using the GRACE-FO LRI [15] could be conducted as part of the same program. In section II of this paper, we compare the relevant parameters of the GRACE-FO and LISA systems and present our design of an arm-locking controller for GRACE-FO. In section III, we describe a series of timedomain simulations that were used to evaluate this candidate design in terms of noise performance and impact on other system elements, such as the laser. In section IV, we present the results of the simulations which are further discussed in section V.
II. DESIGN
A. Arm-locking for LISA and GRACE-FO Arm-locking is a technique to stabilize the frequency of a light source to a length reference provided by an optical delay line or arm. In both the LISA and GRACE-FO cases, one optical bench on one of the spacecraft is designated as the master and the light from its laser is transmitted to the distant spacecraft. The far spacecraft operates in 'repeater' mode; measuring the phase of the incoming light field relative to that of its local laser source and adjusting the local laser to match it via a high-gain phaselock loop. The light from the far spacecraft then travels back to the master spacecraft, where it is interfered with a beam from the master laser. The relationship between the master laser frequency and the frequency measured at this interference is characterized by the arm transfer function:
where τ is the round-trip light travel time through the arm. For Fourier frequencies f ≪ 1/τ , T arm ≈ 2πif τ , which is the transfer function of a first derivative (scaled by a constant factor τ ). In this regime, it is relatively straightforward to design a controller, say G(f ) ∝ f −2 , that can take this estimate of the derivative of laser frequency noise and use it to stabilize the noise of the master laser.
However, in the case of LISA, τ ∼ 33 s, meaning that the bandwidth of this type of armlocking controller would be limited to 1/33 s ≈ 30 mHz, which lies in the LISA science band. Employing a more sophisticated scheme using two of the three arms in the LISA constellation can effectively transform τ to the difference in the round-trip times between the two arms [8] , which is typically ∼ 500 ms. This would permit a bandwidth of ∼ 2 Hz, still too small to allow for any significant gain in the science band.
To extend the bandwidth of the arm-locking system to frequencies greater than 1/τ , the controller must account for the phase response of T arm (f ) near the 'null' frequencies f n ≡ n/τ, n = 1, 2, 3 . . .. As f → f n from below, the phase drops towards approaches −π/2 and then jumps to +π/2 just above f n . To provide phase margin near f n , the controller must have a rolloff of less than unity, G(f ) ∝ f −α , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 for f ≥ 1/τ . Systems with controllers of this design have been demonstrated to be stable in analytical [8, 9] , numerical [10] , and hardware [16] models with several hundred nulls included in the controller bandwidth.
A second challenge with arm-locking results from the response of T arm (f ) for low frequencies, which goes to zero as f → 0. This means that any low-frequency or constant offsets in the arm-locking error signal will overwhelm the signal from the residual laser noise and can cause the frequency of the master laser to be 'pulled'. For example, the arm-locking error signal in both LISA and GRACE-FO will contain an offset due to the round-trip Doppler shift caused by the relative motion between the spacecraft. For the case of a constant offset and an armlocking controller with large DC gain, the master laser will be pulled at a rate:
where ν(t) is the frequency of the master laser and ∆ is the constant round-trip Doppler. For single-arm arm-locking in LISA, this would cause a pulling rate of 20 MHz/33 s ≈ 600 kHz/s meaning that the laser would be pulled through a single-mode region, typically several GHz wide, in roughly three hours. Two ways to mitigate this frequency pulling are (i), estimate and subtract the Doppler signal in a feed-forward scheme; and (ii), reduce the frequency pulling by reducing the gain of the controller below the science band, an approach colloquially referred to as 'AC coupling'. Arm-locking system designs for LISA employing both of these techniques have been successfully demonstrated analytically [9] and numerically [10] . Table I shows a comparison between LISA and GRACE-FO of the key parameters for an arm-locking system. Compared with a dual arm-locking scheme for LISA, GRACE-FO has a round-trip delay that is nearly three hundred times shorter. While the telescope aperture, baseline, and transmitted laser power numbers are quite different for the two systems, the resulting received light power levels are similar, meaning that the level of photon shot noise that limits laser frequency measurements is similar. This is not a coincidence but rather a result of the fact that the LRI system is based on hardware (e.g. photoreceivers, phase meters, etc.) developed for LISA. The magnitude of the Doppler signals for LISA and GRACE-FO are similar, although the period of the fundamental variation is ∼ 6 × 10 3 times shorter for GRACE-FO, meaning that the Doppler derivative is much larger. Also, the GRACE-FO Doppler signal will contain significant contributions from the effect of the geoid, the main science signal, in the frequency band of interest. This is discussed in more detail in section III B.
B. GRACE-FO Arm-locking System Design
The goals of the GRACE-FO arm-locking system are to demonstrate strategies that address the two key challenges of arm-locking system design described above: (1) -a controller bandwidth that extends above the arm response null frequencies; and (2) -mitigation of laser frequency pulling through AC coupling to enable stable long-term operation. Figure 1 shows Bode plots of the open-and closed-loop gains of the proposed control design. The system has a lower unity gain frequency of ∼ 35 mHz, which was chosen to keep the expected pulling of the master laser due to time-varying Doppler less than 100 MHz, a small fraction of the width of a typical single-mode region in the GRACE-FO lasers. The amount of pulling from the timevarying Doppler was estimated by modifying (2) to account for finite open-loop gain and a sinusoidal Doppler shift:
where G(f ) is the gain of the arm-locking controller, τ is the round-trip arm delay, and S Dop (f ) is the power spectral density of the time-varying round-trip Doppler signal. The assumption is that the Doppler signal is removed from the arm-locking error signal at lock acquisition, and that that constant offset is maintained for the entire lock period. Using (3) with the controller design used in Figure 1 and the estimate of S Dop (f ) presented in Section III B and show in Figure 3 yields an estimated Doppler pulling of ∼ 74 MHz.
After crossing the lower unity-gain frequency at 35 mHz, the open-loop gain rises to a peak of ∼ 50 dB at ∼ 2 Hz. The gain then drops down with a gradually diminishing power-law index, eventually reaching G(f ) ∝ f −0.5 around 200 Hz. The first null of T arm (f ) is encountered at 555 Hz and approximately four more nulls are bridged before the system passes through its upper unity gain frequency at ∼ 3 kHz. The closed-loop gain shows a minimum of −50 dB around 2 Hz, meaning that laser frequency noise at those frequencies will be reduced by more than two orders of magnitude. The noiseenhancement features associated with the null frequencies are less than 3 dB. Further detail of the system behavior near the lower and upper unity gain frequencies can be seen in the Nyquist plot of the open-loop gain in Figure 2 . At frequencies well below the measurement band, the open loop gain has negligible amplitude (corresponding to the origin in Figure 2 ). As frequencies increase, the system passes through the edge of the noise enhancement region and then rapidly increases in gain as the phase rotates clockwise. As the system approaches the first null of T arm (f ), it crosses into the noise enhancement region and gradually spirals into the origin. The phase margin at the lower unity gain frequency is 54 deg whereas the minimum phase margin at the first null is 20 deg.
III. METHODOLOGY
To validate the proposed arm-locking system design for GRACE-FO a series time-domain numerical models were developed using the Simulink R software package. These models were based on a model developed for a prior study of arm-locking for LISA [10] . Two models were used to produce the results in this pa- per, a high-fidelity model with a 100 kHz sampling rate used to validate the system's stability near and above the upper unity-gain frequency and an economized model with a 4 kHz sampling rate used to explore the system's stability at the lower unity gain frequency and its response to Doppler shifts caused by the GRACE-FO orbits. The two models were cross-checked in an overlapping frequency regime and found to be consistent with one another (see section IV for further details).
In the high-fidelity simulation, the GRACE-FO model is divided into three main components: the master spacecraft, the repeater spacecraft, and a two-way link model. The primary state variable in each simulation is frequency, which at various points in the simulation represents optical frequencies (relative to some fixed reference frequency), frequencies of electrical signals, or frequencies of digital signals.
A. Spacecraft model
Each spacecraft model consists of a laser model, an interferometer model, and a controller. In the laser model, a random noise stream is generated and filtered to reproduce the expected 'free-running' frequency noise of the LRI lasers, δν(f ) ≈ 40 kHz/Hz 1/2 · (f /1 Hz) −1 . A frequency correction command is added to the intrinsic laser noise to produce the laser output. This command is filtered with a simple pole at 100 kHz which represents the frequency response of the piezo-electric frequency actuator on the LRI laser system. This singleactuator model is a simplification of the actual laser system, which includes both a highbandwidth, low-dynamic-range piezo actuator and a low-bandwidth, high-dynamic-range thermal actuator.
The interference of the outgoing and incoming optical beams is modeled as a simple subtraction of the incoming and outgoing frequencies plus an additive noise. This represents the optical interference, conversion to electrical signal in the photoreceiver, and extraction of the interference phase (or frequency) timeseries by the Laser Ranging Processor (LRP). The additive noise is modeled as the shot noise associated with making a frequency measurement of 1064 nm light with ∼ 100 pW of received power. As shown in section II.F.2 of [10] , this has an equivalent frequency noise of δν shot = 43 µHz/Hz 1/2 · (f /1 Hz). The controller model represents the digital filter applied by the LRP to convert the measured interference phase into a command for the laser frequency actuators. The transfer function for this filter differs between the master and repeater spacecraft. For the repeater, the filter has a simple f −1 transfer function with a unity gain frequency of 35 kHz. For the master, the arm-locking controller is implemented in several stages with an overall transfer function, The two primary functions of the link model are to model the propagation delay between the two spacecraft, which is approximately 1.8 ms and varies by ∼ 7 µs over a full orbit. This variation is less than the resolution of the 100kHz sampling rate for the model, so the propagation delay is modeled using a simple buffer. The second component of the link model is the Doppler shift that results from the relative motion between the two spacecraft. The relative motion between the spacecraft is caused by differences in the spacecraft orbits, anomalies in the geoid (the primary science signal for GRACE and GRACE-FO), and uncorrelated atmospheric drag in each spacecraft. The blue curve in Figure 3 shows a spectrum of Doppler shifts that were derived from existing data taken from the microwave ranging instrument on GRACE. To convert the GRACE ranging data to equivalent Doppler shift, the range signal is finite-differenced to generate the range rate in units of m/s and then scaled by λ −1 , where λ = 1064 nm is the wavelength of the LRI laser light. This conversion procedure is appropriate for the contribution to the GRACEmeasured range from true spacecraft motion. However, the GRACE data also includes a white noise floor at approximately 1 µm/Hz 1/2 which is converted to an equivalent Doppler noise of ∼ 1 Hz/Hz 1/2 · (f /1 Hz). This Doppler noise exceeds the contribution to the Doppler from true ranging for Fourier frequencies greater than ∼ 300 mHz. To avoid introducing this non-physical excess Doppler noise into the link model, we filter the derived Doppler signal with a 128-point Bartlett-windowed FIR lowpass filter operating at the 10Hz sampling frequency of the original GRACE data. The spectrum of this filtered Doppler signal is shown in the red trace in Figure 3 . For frequencies above 10Hz, the Doppler signal is linearly interpolated. 3 . Spectra of representative Doppler shifts for the GRACE-FO LRI derived from microwave ranging data from GRACE. The blue curve shows the raw GRACE microwave ranging data [11] [12] [13] after finite differencing and scaling to Doppler shift for 1064 nm light. The red curve, which corresponds to the signal used in the simulations, has been lowpass filtered to reject excess high-frequency noise that originates in the GRACE microwave system.
C. Economized model
The 100 kHz sampling rate of the high-fidelity model makes it computationally expensive to run long-duration simulations; on a standard laptop, the high-fidelity model runs more than 30x slower than real-time. This sampling rate is necessary to sufficiently resolve the system behavior near the upper unity gain frequency of 3 kHz. To facilitate longer simulations necessary to study the frequency pulling, we constructed a economized model with a sampling rate of 4 kHz. In the economized model, the two-way link model and the repeater spacecraft model were replaced with a single round-trip link model. This model approximates T arm (f ) as a first-order derivative plus two poles at 300 Hz and a zero at 1 kHz. The Doppler frequency is doubled to account for the round-trip. The master spacecraft controller is modified by removing G 3 (f ) and allowing G 2 (f ) to carry the system through unity gain at 200 Hz. Below ∼ 10 Hz, the response of the economized and hi-fidelity controller are identical, making the economized model an appropriate tool to study low-frequency behavior.
IV. RESULTS
Three simulations using the models described in section III were conducted to validate the GRACE-FO design from section II. For each simulation, the random seeds used to generate noise for the lasers and shot noise were initialized to the same value and the same portion of filtered Doppler data from Figure 3 was used. To initialize the simulation, the master controller was left open for 5 ms to allow the laser noise to propagate through the arm. The instantaneous value of the round-trip Doppler was then subtracted from the error signal and the master controller was enabled. The Doppler offset was held fixed for the duration of the simulation. In actual practice, an estimate of the round-trip Doppler would be made either by averaging the science signal as described in [9] or by dead-reckoning from orbital ephemerides and GPS data.
Two of the simulations were conducted with the high-fidelity model, one with a duration of 10 s and output data saved at the full 100 kHz rate and the other with a duration of 500 s and the output data filtered and downsampled to 10 Hz. The third simulation was made using the economized model with a duration of 10 ks and output data filtered and downsampled to 10 Hz.
A. Lock Acquisition and frequency pulling Timeseries of master laser frequency and round-trip Doppler shift from a 10 ks simulation with the economized model. The top panels compare the drift from nominal frequency for a free-running laser (blue) and laser locked to the GRACE-FO arm (red). After an initial lock acquisition transient lasting a few hundred seconds (top left) the arm-locked system undergoes roughly periodic drifts with an amplitude of ∼ 35 MHz, well within an acceptable operating range for the GRACE-FO laser. The bottom panel shows the round-trip Doppler shift, which is also roughly equivalent to the drift in the optical beat note at the master spacecraft. The drift of the arm-locked laser is correlated with the Doppler shift at low frequencies due to the frequency-pulling effect described in the text.
Overall, a drift in the master laser frequency of less than 100 MHz should be easily tolerated by the LRI laser subsystem. Typical lasers of this type have single-mode operation regions that are several GHz wide. The optical beat note at the repeater spacecraft is maintained at a constant offset by the high-gain phaselock loop. The drift in the optical beat note at the master spacecraft is essentially equal to the round-trip Doppler shift, with a peak-topeak amplitude of about 4 MHz, less than the ±6 MHz allowed by the LRI signal chain.
B. System stability and performance Figure 5 shows the amplitude spectral density of frequency noise from the three simulations described above. The blue trace shows the free-running noise of the master laser, which has an approximate noise spectral density of 40 kHz/Hz 1/2 · (f /1 Hz) −1 . The red trace shows the noise of the arm-locked laser, which is less than 100 Hz/Hz 1/2 in the band 1 Hz < f < 100 Hz. The green trace shows the expected residual frequency noise resulting from the finite-gain of the arm-locking loop. It is computed by multiplying the closed-loop gain of the arm-locking system (red trace in Figure 1) by the free-running noise spectral density (blue trace in Figure 5 ). The fact that the green trace closely matches the red trace confirms that the system is gain-limited over the entire active bandwidth. The next largest contribution, the pulling from the Doppler noise, computed using (3) and shown in magenta. The Doppler noise contribution has a spectral density of ∼ 1 Hz/Hz 1/2 · (f /1 Hz) −2 , which is more than two orders of magnitude below the residual frequency noise from the band extending from 1 Hz down to the lower unity-gain frequency of ∼ 35 mHz.
V. DISCUSSION
The simulation results in section IV demonstrate that it is possible to design an armlocking system for the GRACE-FO LRI that achieves an interesting level of frequency stability while maintaining pulling of the master laser frequency within acceptable limits. The frequency noise performance is at a similar level as that of the primary LRI stabilization, an optical-cavity based system with a performance of 34 Hz/Hz 1/2 . This is with the significant caveat that the best arm-locking performance is at 1 ∼ 10 Hz, a higher Fourier frequency than the cavity, which meets its performance goal in the GRACE-FO LRI band of 2 mHz < f < 1 Hz. It would be possible to extend the bandwidth of the GRACE-FO system to somewhat lower frequencies by reducing the lower unity-gain frequency. However, this would come at the expense of increased laser frequency pulling and would eventually result in the system performance being limited by pulling from in-band Doppler noise. For LISA, the much larger separation in frequency between the science band and the primary Doppler modulation frequencies, coupled with the much simpler Doppler signal (no geoid signal) means that the trade between frequency pulling and low-frequency gain is not as tightly constrained. The LISA armlocking designs presented in [9] and [10] demonstrate how this trade can be addressed for LISA.
While existing analytic, numerical, and experimental work demonstrating various aspects of arm-locking for LISA has significantly reduced the technical risk for this technique, an on-orbit demonstration with GRACE-FO would provide further confidence that this technique can be implemented in a real-world environment. Such a demonstration could be conducted with no modification to the LRI hardware; a software update would provide the necessary functionality to conduct such an investigation.
The demonstration of arm-locking on GRACE-FO could influence the choice frequency stabilization system for LISA, which is currently baselined as an external optical cavity. Arm-locking can dramatically benefit an interferometry system for LISA, either by replacing the optical cavity and reducing mass, power, and cost or by augmenting the cavity and providing increased frequency stability that can be used to trade other system design requirements. An on-orbit demonstration of arm-locking with GRACE-FO would validate arm-locking as a technique and lower the cost and risk of including it in LISA.
More generally, a demonstration of armlocking, combined with the previouslymentioned demonstration of TDI using GRACE-FO [15] , would provide an on-orbit demonstration of several of the key technologies for long-baseline interferometry in LISA. Such a demonstration would be an excellent complement to the soon-to-be-launched LISA Pathfinder mission that demonstrates force disturbance reduction through precision dragfree control and short-baseline interferometry of freely-falling test masses [17] . The combined results of both efforts would place LISA technologies on an extremely firm foundation, lowering the barriers for implementing this exciting mission. 
